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We combine big data, 
advanced technology, and 
expert human analysis so you 
can confidently assess 
merchant risk and take action 
before it results in fines.

Algorithm-only solutions 
simply can’t keep up.



● Adult and Illegal Adult
● Aggregation
● Alcohol
● Bail Bonds
● CBD
● Collection Services
● Computer Technical Support
● Controlled Substances
● Coronavirus/COVID-19
● Cosmetics
● Credit Services
● Cyberlockers
● Drop-shipping/Freight-forwarding
● Drug Paraphernalia
● Embassy Services
● Escorts
● Essay Mills
● Eyeglasses/Contact Lenses
● Fireworks
● Fraud
● Gambling
● Get-Rich-Quick Schemes

Monitoring Coverage

COVERAGE IN 100+ COUNTRIESEXPERTISE IN 60+ HIGH RISK AREAS

AND 15+ LANGUAGES

WHAT WE MONITOR 4

● Hate/Harm
● Hazardous Materials
● Healthcare Products
● Intellectual Property
● Investment Opportunities
● Lead Generation
● Lending
● Live Animals
● Marijuana
● Medical Services
● Multi-level Marketing
● Money Services
● Mugshot Publication
● Negative Option
● No Value Added
● Psychic/Occult
● Psychoactive Highs
● Smokes
● Social Media Buys
● Stored Value
● Travel
● Virtual Credits/Cryptocurrency
● Weapons

Including but not limited to:



HOW CYBERCRIMINALS 
TRICK ALGORITHMS



Some cybercriminals create many genuine-seeming 
business accounts and then get multiple merchant 
accounts to load-balance high-risk transactions.

TRICK #1



7TRICK #1: MULTIPLE MERCHANT ACCOUNTS

• The merchant launders money among 
multiple accounts.

• Alternatively, a merchant may use 
falsified but real business information. 

• It’s difficult for an algorithm to flag 
seemingly legitimate business info.

Load Balancing With Multiple Accounts

HOW TO STOP IT
LegitScript’s expert analysts can spot irregular data 
points in business information, and our extensive 
network-mapping intel helps us identify data points 
that connect merchants to known illicit operations. 



Some merchants have innocuous-looking websites that 
drive customers to other technology to complete a 
transaction (e.g., What's App, phone call, etc.).

TRICK #2



9TRICK #2: DISTANCING FROM THE PAYMENT

• Innocuous websites can drive customers 
to other communication platforms to 
market illicit products or services and 
process the transaction.

• A merchant may also use problematic 
marketing online to drive traffic to an 
innocuous-seeming website.

Distancing Violative Products or Services

HOW TO STOP IT
LegitScript monitors not only payment ecosystems, 
but advertising and other data points across the 
internet so that we have a more holistic view of a 
merchant’s operations. 



A merchant may use innocuous or coded language on 
the visible website, but use overt keywords in the 
metadata to help with search engine optimization.

TRICK #3



11TRICK #3: OVERT METADATA

• Metadata is a set of data that describes and 
gives information about other data.

• Search engines read metadata, making it 
important for search engine optimization (SEO).

• Algorithms won’t always catch metadata, or if 
they do it’s up to the payments risk team to 
figure why a website was flagged. 

Using Metadata to Hide a Website’s Intent

HOW TO STOP IT
LegitScript’s human analysts can recognize coded 
language such as “targeted weight gain” and know 
to search the metadata for evidence of a website’s 
intended purpose. 



A website may have an innocuous catalog, but the 
merchant may be marketing illicit products or services 
on their social media profiles.

TRICK #4



13TRICK #4: MARKETING THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

• A merchant can use social media to market illicit 
products or services. For example, a merchant 
marketing modafinil on social media could instruct 
customers to purchase a particular product from their 
electronics website receive the illicit product. 

• Only investigation beyond a merchant’s website can 
reveal this kind of illicit activity. 

Using Social Media for Illicit Activity

HOW TO STOP IT
LegitScript’s expert analysts conduct open-source 
research to detect this kind of activity, and 
LegitScript’s monitoring of major internet platforms 
helps to identify this activity for clients early on.  



In the absence of reliable, publicly accessible Whois 
info and the increasing use of large e-commerce 
platforms, simple technical risk indicators aren't always 
enough to make the connection to a bad actor.

TRICK #5



15TRICK #5: UNATTRIBUTABLE TECHNICAL CONFIGURATIONS

• Government regulations and privacy 
servers make it increasing difficult to 
know who operates a website.

• Large e-commerce platforms often have 
shared/unattributable internet 
infrastructure.

Anonymity With Technical Configurations

HOW TO STOP IT
LegitScript has the world’s largest database of 
cybercrime networks. Our historical data allows us to 
make connections that wouldn’t otherwise be 
possible.



16LEARN MORE

Download at: 
legitscript.com/analyst-checklist

Merchant Website Analysis Tip Sheet
Get useful tips in a checklist format to help your risk team 
more easily identify common red flags for merchants 
engaged in high-risk businesses. 

LEARN MORE FROM THE EXPERTS

CHECKLIST FOR RISK TEAMS




